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Friends, 

Hockey and Hudson are practically synonyms. The Hudson Hockey 
Association (HHA) has a long-standing tradition of success. Yet the  
legacy of Hudson Hockey goes far deeper than championship banners  
and trophies. More than anything, Hudson Hockey develops youth into 
exceptional leaders of character and integrity.

Since inception, Hudson Hockey has reached and developed over  
13,000 youth from our community. Each one has experienced the 
accountability, mentoring, and camaraderie hockey offers which  
yields critical life and leadership skills.

Exceptional leaders are born out of exceptional experiences. 
Exceptional experiences do not happen automatically. They must  
be fought for and invested in. This is exactly what earlier generations 
of hockey families did to build HHA into what it is today. They sacrificed 
their time, skills, and resources to make Hudson Hockey something 
special. They created a home for hockey and youth in Hudson.

That home, our home, is the Hudson Sports and Civic Center (HSCC).  
Our aging facility is no longer serving our program and community in  
a way that allows youth to truly flourish. The exceptional experience has  
been compromised, which puts the future of our program at risk and 
causes our community to miss out.

Teams compete for locker room space, failing mechanicals leave fans 
shivering, and team meetings routinely happen in the parking lot after 
games. Failing mechanicals are becoming costlier and costlier to repair, 
which puts a drain on resources that would otherwise be invested directly 
into programming. Further, the existing layout and condition is preventing 
us from attracting the pent-up demand for hosting more tournaments, 
which leads to significant lost revenue opportunities for HHA and for the 
city of Hudson.

The facility is holding Hudson Hockey back from being the world-class 
program and experience that it can be and should be.

It is time for a new investment that will benefit our community and youth 
hockey players of all ages. It is time to take Hudson Hockey to the highest 
ranks. It is time to capitalize on the opportunity to bring tremendous 
economic and community benefits to Hudson. It is time to pave the way  
for the next 13,000 youth to reach their full potential and become 
exceptional community leaders.

It is time for Excellence at Every Level.

Sincerely,

Anthony Aderhold, Campaign Chair   Ryan Bullis, President        
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A Campaign for Our Youth  
and Our Community

Excellence for Youth
A self-sustaining world-class venue to  
develop the next 13,000 youth leaders 

Excellence for the Community
An exceptional experience for the 50,000+  
annual visitors to enjoy community and civic events

Excellence for Hudson
An estimated $15 million of incremental economic 
activity for local businesses over the next 10 years

Hudson Hockey has been a pioneer in  
making hockey accessible to everyone.  
In 1992, it became the first program  
in the state of Wisconsin to have a  
full program for girls at each level.
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DID YOU KNOW?



The HHA Board and Alumni Leadership have a  
bold vision to renovate and remodel HSCC in a  
way that solves today’s challenges and will serve 
the next generation. Imagine a world-class facility 
for hockey and other community programs; one 
that attracts premium events that self-supports 
its ongoing operations and maintenance.

Project Highlights
Full renovation of existing square footage will:

• Add a press box and additional 850 seats to Drewiske 
Arena, and a further 400 seats to Gornick Arena

• Upgrade training equipment and technology

• Upgrade fire suppression

• Fully comply with handicap accessibility

• Replace the HVAC and other  
failing mechanicals

• Full renovation of all spaces to a high  
fit-and-finish (matching new addition)

A 19,600 square foot addition will: 

• Connect the two rinks

• Add additional locker rooms

• Add two large multi-purpose  
community spaces

• Create a single main entrance

Site Plan

“I was lucky enough to have my childhood dream come true by winning an  
Olympic Gold Medal, and Hudson Hockey has allowed me to give back to  
a sport that has given me so much.

I’ve had the privilege of witnessing hundreds of youth, from Mites to Varsity, 
find a community where they belong, all the while growing in their confidence 
and leadership.”

Karyn Bye Dietz
HHA Hockey Parent
Volunteer Coach of 10 Years
Olympic Gold and Silver Medalist

Floor Plan, Main Level
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The Hudson Hockey Association 
is seeking community support to 
secure capital funding through the 
Excellence at Every Level campaign. 
Doing so will create short and  
long-term sustainability for the 
program and will foster economic 
development for Hudson.

“Hudson Hockey is where I built  
my closest friendships, many of 
whom are now business owners  
and leaders in the community.”

Andy Kron
HHA Alumni - Class of 1990
Volunteer Coach of 10 Years
Owner, Pier 500

Timeline
Construction will begin when  
90% of funding is secured in  
cash or pledges.

Maximize Giving
Donors are encouraged to 
“stretch” their giving by  
making pledges over 4  
years. Giving is critical to  
ensure a fully resourced, 
sustainable project.

Naming  
Opportunities
Naming opportunities  
are available for  
prominent spaces.



Gifts Needed
In order to successfully complete the campaign, it is 
projected that the following commitments will be needed:

Project Budget

Addition & Renovation $3,300,000

Capital Repairs & Reserves $1,500,000

Campaign Expenses1 (4% of goal) $200,000

TOTAL GOAL $5,000,000

# GIFTS PLEDGE $ IN RANGE CUMULATIVE $ PERCENT  PER YEAR

1 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 20% $250,000

2 $500,000 $1,000,000 $2,000,000 40% $125,000

2 $250,000 $500,000 $2,500,000 50% $62,500

4 $150,000 $600,000 $3,100,000 62% $37,500

5 $100,000 $500,000 $3,600,000 72% $25,000

6 $75,000 $450,000 $4,050,000 81% $18,750

8 $50,000 $400,000 $4,450,000 89% $12,500

14 $25,000 $350,000 $4,800,000 96% $6,250

MANY <$10,000 $200,000 $5,000,000 100% <$2,500

Hudson Hockey has held strong to its mantra of 
having high-quality coaches and equal ice time 
at all skill and grade levels. This allows youth to 
develop evenly. The fruits of this philosophy were 
on display in 2018 when Hudson Hockey produced 
a State Champion at every skill and age level.

DID YOU KNOW?

$5,000,000
OUR GOAL

 1A successful fundraising effort incurs additional 
expenses beyond ‘business as usual’ over the 
several years of intense “campaigning” by staff, 
board members, and other volunteers.
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OVER FOUR YEARS



About the Hudson Hockey Association
Hudson Hockey Association is a nonprofit organization that began in 1972. Its mission is to 
provide and promote equal opportunities and positive experiences for all Hudson area youth 
in skating and related activities. The Hudson Sports and Civic Center is wholly owned by the 
association. Ongoing building operations are performed by 2 full-time and 6 part-time staff 
members along with over 500 volunteers. Operations are overseen by a volunteer Board of 
Directors. Audited financials are available by request.
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